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By Garden Grove Historical Society

Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 128 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.4in. x 0.6in.While its name connotes a pastoral vision beyond a pleasant wide place in the road,
Garden Grove has expanded exponentially since pioneers founded it in 1874. Early cattle ranches
gave way to walnut and citrus groves during the 20th century, as this land between the cities ofLong
Beach and Anaheim grew into one of Orange Countys most populous municipalities, incorporating
in 1956. Hotels sprang up in Garden Grove in reaction to the nearby vacation draws of Disneyland,
Knotts Berry Farm, and the countys popular beach communities. In later decades, Garden Groves
distinctive identity was further shaped by its role as home to one of the largest Korean-American
communities outside of Korea and home to televangelist Robert Schullers famed Crystal Cathedral.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is very gripping and fascinating. Yes, it is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this pdf to discover.
-- La va da  Nikola us-- La va da  Nikola us

The best pdf i possibly go through. it was writtern quite properly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Miss Sienna  Fa y Jr .-- Miss Sienna  Fa y Jr .
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